annotation pass unacknowledged. In the handy (and cheap) form given to the translation, it cannot fail to find its way into educational use, and the native English book that shall outstrip it will need to have uncommon quality both of plan and execution.


Presents the "negative" side of the author's philosophy; the "positive and constructive side" having been presented in *First and Fundamental Truths* (see MIND xiv. 315, xv. 100). The note contributed to MIND No. 61, p. 159, appears here as Note D of the Appendix. There are three other notes, having reference to Aristotle, Aquinas, and recent criticisms of Kant. The author divides the prevailing types of philosophy into the "Experiential and Sensational," the "A priori or Kantian," and "the Scottish School." Criticisms of the former two bear on their rejection of the mind's immediate knowledge of reality. This immediate knowledge Dr. M'Cosh finds to be not sufficiently recognised even by the Scottish school; neither Reid nor Stewart having quite satisfactorily expressed the true doctrine, "which is, that we perceive things, the very things, by sense-perception." An earlier phase of experiential philosophy was reduced to absurdity by Hume's Scepticism. The later phase has undergone the same fate at the hands of Mr. Herbert Spencer, "the Avenger," who "has shown conclusively that sensationalism shunts us up into the bottomless pit of Agnosticism." It may be noted that Dr. M'Cosh points out that Locke, though an experientialist, was not a "sensationalist" (p. 11), and that, in his view, Kant's *Kritik* "is, after all, a more consistent structure than that of any of his followers" (p. 88).


This volume is the most comprehensive discussion of the nature, limits and method of Political Economy that has yet appeared. Besides the topics treated of in Cairnes's well-known work, it contains interesting and important chapters on the relation of the science to morals, to sociology and to economic history, and on the mathematical methods employed in it for proof or illustration. Critical Notice will follow.


These lectures, of which only two-thirds had been seen through or got ready for the press when the lamented author was struck down, deal in a singularly bright and open-minded way with the old story of the transformation wrought upon the central religious ideas of Christianity in its first four centuries of contact with the highly developed civilisation of the Graeco-Roman world. The special topics dealt with in order—Greek Education; Greek and Christian Exegesis; Greek and Christian Rhetoric; Christianity and Greek Philosophy; Greek and Christian Ethics; Greek and Christian Theology (Creator, Moral Governor, Supreme Being); Influence of the Mysteries upon Christian Usages; Incorporation of Christian Ideas, as modified by Greek, into a Body of Doctrine—cover a range of ground which has hardly before been worked
over by an English scholar. Particularly graphic are the sketches given of the methods and matter of liberal instruction, as also of the modes of spiritual activity, obtaining in the organised Pagan society that gradually assimilated the Christian precepts. Altogether, the lectures, in addition to their other significance, form an interesting contribution to the history of philosophy, and, but for the author's untimely fate, the contribution might later have developed into one of real importance.


This may be regarded as a sequel to the author's former book, The Theories of Anarchy and of Law (see Mind xii. 467), though the connexion between the two is not pointed out. The speakers this time are: "Clive, a supernaturalist; Beryl, a neo-Christian maiden; Croy, a positivist; Gerald, a wise man". Extracts are read by "Clive" from the diary of an imaginary "prisoner," and commented on by all the persons. Clive and the prisoner probably express the author's views. "The Prison" is ordinary "reality," with its distinction of subject and object. The "supernatural" for which Clive contends is a transcendent sphere of existence in which this distinction disappears. Knowledge of it and identity with it are reached by ecstasy. When this state is attained phenomenal personality has been dissolved, and instead of it there is consciousness of the eternal essence of the personality, which is the same in all. "Participation in eternity" is "the absolute reward of life and the heritage of all men irrespective of creed or conduct". That is, there is no rule for attaining ecstasy. Religion must be dissociated from ethics. The moral life is not the only way—though it is one way—to the "supernatural". The life of ordinary morality can with perfect safety be left to "positivism". This will supply both rule and impulse. Not mere "legality" by itself, but legality with "natural instinct," can take care of all the interests of life. In this absolute "dualism" of religion and morals, morality will lose nothing, while religion will be set free from all limits. The present dialogue, as may be seen, sets forth a definite theory, which the author's former one did not. It offers the same kind of literary interest in its presentation of the rather evanescent thoughts excited by particular moods.


M. Renan's early work, L'Avenir de la Science, which has so soon been translated into English, has all the interest that he claims for it in his preface. Written, during the last two months of 1848 and the first four or five months of 1849, to satisfy the need the author then felt of summing up the "new faith" which with him had "replaced shattered Catholicism," the volume was at the time withheld from publication. Within a short period, new interests had been aroused in him by a journey to Italy. The artistic side of life had revealed itself, and the book now seemed "harsh, dogmatic, sectarian and hard". Several friends were consulted, and they agreed that the style would not be to the taste of French readers. The ideas here presented in a mass ought rather to be worked off by piecemeal publication. M. Itenan took this advice, and in the meantime left the old MS. at the bottom of a drawer, thinking that it might give pleasure to a select class of readers if published after his death. At length he made up his mind to publish it himself. "I flattered myself," M. Renan continues, "that perhaps some
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